
Supremacy of Dr. Wellness and Reliable, Discount Hot Tubs 

History has it. Even ancient civilizations had also maximized therapeutic and stress-relieving benefits of 

heated water. Luckily today, modern technologies bring the same beneficial hydrotherapy to us through 

hot tubs and spas right inside our homes or backyards. Considering the anticipated electric consumption 

of traditional spas, one might cringe, but never when purchasing Dr. Wellness. We have long been 

known for our affordable hot tubs, which guarantee substantial energy savings. How’s that possible? 

Here’s how we do it. 

Proudly made in the USA, we ensure nothing less but the highest hot tub quality and discount spas. 

Partnered with Energy Saver Spa Equipment, each hot tub model is manufactured only with economical, 

energy-efficient methodologies and equipment. All spa models include high-density foam insulation on 

the shell of the hot tub, as well as the closed cabinetry system which safeguards the best level of 

insulation available. Moreover, our spa owners also benefit from utility savings since our units work an 

advanced filtering system that is timed to operate at the most effective cycles in tandem with all the 

other filtering features. 

Our supremacy in developing spa energy conservation makes our discount hot tubs some of the very 

best in the Spa Making Industry. As a frontrunner, our exclusive patent pending HeatFlow™ Technology 

guarantees customers receive high-quality, energy saving, and environmental-friendly spas. This 

multifarious system creates heat utilizing friction that lets water pass through the spa components. The 

patent pending Friction Manifold design enables owners to set the low-energy mode when the unit is 

not being used. More importantly, we publish the cost to operate our models, which lets customers 

know that all our units are indeed manufactured to be energy efficient and cost-effective. 

Speaking of money savings, our reliable, quality hot tub covers provide even more substantial energy 

conservation. Consider purchasing Dr. Wellness hot tubs with a cover, which will surely enable you to 

enjoy and relax in your hot tub. 


